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Machine Learning: The Art and Science of Algorithms that Make Sense of DataCambridge University Press, 2012

	As one of the most comprehensive machine learning texts around, this book does justice to the field's incredible richness, but without losing sight of the unifying principles. Peter Flach's clear, example-based approach begins by discussing how a spam filter works, which gives an immediate introduction to machine learning in action,...
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Analog Filters using MATLABSpringer, 2009

	This textbook provides a complete introduction to analog filters for senior undergraduate and graduate students. Coverage includes the synthesis of analog filters and many other filter types including passive filters and filters with distributed elements.
...
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Nonlinear Digital Filters: Analysis and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2007
This book provides an easy to understand overview of nonlinear behavior in digital filters, showing how it can be utilized or avoided when operating nonlinear digital filters. It gives techniques for analyzing discrete-time systems with discontinuous linearity, enabling the analysis of other nonlinear discrete-time systems, such as sigma delta...
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Digital Signal Processing: A Filtering ApproachThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
This new resource introduces the concepts, equations, and terminology of Digital Signal Processing, and also provides the tools needed to analyze and design digital filters. With emphasis on digital filtering, this book applies the reader's knowledge of AC circuits, trigonometry, algebra, calculus and analog filter design to digital signal...
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Photoshop CS2 Bible, Professional EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Inside, you'll find advanced coverage of Photoshop CS2
	Explore new ways to adjust and enhance color
	Use retouching and color adjustment techniques to correct seemingly impossible-to-fix images
	Gain control over digital camera images with Photoshop's enhanced Camera Raw capabilities
	Manage...
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Oracle CRM On Demand Dashboards (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Design and Deliver Oracle CRM On Demand Dashboards


	Create custom, interactive dashboards to deliver actionable business intelligence directly to end users with help from this Oracle Press guide. Oracle CRM On Demand Dashboards provides comprehensive coverage of the versatile features available in Oracle Answers On Demand...
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Mobile Design Pattern Gallery: UI Patterns for Smartphone AppsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		When you’re under pressure to produce a well-designed, easy-to-navigate mobile app, there’s no time to reinvent the wheel—and no need to. This handy reference provides more than 90 mobile app design patterns, illustrated by 1,000 screenshots from current Android, iOS, and Windows Phone apps.

	
		Much has...
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Foundations of JSP Design PatternsApress, 2004

	Foundations of JSP Design Patterns gives you the tools to build scalable enterprise applications using JSP. While other books merely provide instruction on basic JSP and servlet development, this insightful guide goes a step further to offer a variety of best practices and design principles, enabling you to build your own scalable and...
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Machine Learning Projects for Mobile Applications: Build Android and iOS applications using TensorFlow Lite and Core MLPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bring magic to your mobile apps using TensorFlow Lite and Core ML

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore machine learning using classification, analytics, and detection tasks.
	
			Work with image, text and video datasets to delve into real-world tasks
	
			Build apps for Android and...
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Effective Methods for Software TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Stop looking for needles in haystacks.    

    

    There's a better way.    

    The Sarbanes-Oxley Act has made quality testing crucial to the software development process. William Perry's Quality Assurance Institute has developed a proven set of guidelines and checklists to help you...
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Software Testing with Visual Studio Team System 2008Packt Publishing, 2008

	We all know that software testing is the most important part of the Software development life cycle and the quality of the end product is mostly dependent on how well we test our products. But, testing is neither an easy process nor remotely exciting for all the developers.


	For testing your applications on the Microsoft platform,...
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ClojureScript: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		This book is for software developers who want to learn how to get started using ClojureScript
	
		to build web browser applications. This book will not assume any prior
	
		knowledge of ClojureScript. We do assume that you have at least a basic working knowledge
	
		of the core JavaScript language. For the sections of this book...
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